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Browser usage

marketshare.hitslink.com, February 11

http://marketshare.hitslink.com

Browser usage

Feb 10

Feb 11

Browser usage

• Be careful... how do these figures get 
measured?



Browser usage What about different versions of the 
same browser?

March 2009

March 2010

Browser usage What about different versions of the 
same browser?

March 2010

March 2011

Browser usage - fragmentation



Version usage Trends?

Feb 09

Feb 10

Version usage Trends?

Problem: many people still using IE 6

Feb 11

Safari (Mac)



Firefox (Mac)

Firefox (PC)

IE (PC)



... which may behave strangely (bugs) or support 
standards in incorrect ways (proprietary 
decisions)

Many people slow to upgrade - how do we support 
people using an older browser....

Browser usage

Browser history

IE version 5, March 1999

Microsoft ‘version’ of the box model 
different to CSS standard

Poor support for standards and many bugs
HTTP link header to stylesheets unsupported

Preferred stylesheets unsupported

Alternative stylesheets unsupported

Specificity of style attribute wrong

Space required between @ and import

body font not applied inside tables

a:active applied to focus

case sensitive classes

ex applied as 0.5em

... and many more ...

Some text in 
a box

W3C CSS box model

Content
Padding

Border

width



Some text in 
a box

Microsoft CSS box model

Content
Padding

Border

width

Browser history

IE version 6, August 2001

Keep the millions of pages working
(i.e. maintain the bugs and standard 
errors in the new version)

Choices

Break millions of pages
(i.e. fix the bugs and follow the 
standard in the new version)

Browser Quirks, Almost Strict and Strict mode

Quirks mode (Q)

Make the browser work like the old version

Almost Strict mode (A)
Make the browser work like the standard 
except for one or two old behaviours still 
supported

Strict mode (S)
Fix the bugs and support the standards



IE (PC) - Quirks mode

IE (PC) - Standards mode

Mode switching

Done by using the presence of the doctype and 
the xml element at the top of the document



Mode switching

Done by using the presence of the doctype and 
the xml element at the top of the document

So before authoring a document...

Choose  between HTML and XHTML
Whatever you choose - use ‘semantic’ style

Choose what mode you should aim for
New pages should be working under strict mode 
and have the appropriate trigger at the top

Choose how to handle browser incompatibilities
.. generally an issue with how much CSS is 
supported in IE

Design technique - 1

Author the page so that it looks appropriate in 
Firefox, Safari or Opera

Add HTML elements or CSS ‘hacks’ to make it 
work in IE

Having different CSS files for different 
browsers is regarded as being poor - 
maintainability drops



Design technique - 2

Author the page so that it looks appropriate in 
IE

<!--[if lte IE 7]>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="ie7.css" />
<![endif]-->
<!--[if lte IE 6]>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="ie6.css" />
<![endif]-->

Author the page so that it looks appropriate in 
Firefox, Opera, Safari

Use proprietary Microsoft conditional tags to 
have links to different style sheets

Design technique - 3

Author the page so that it looks appropriate in 
IE, Firefox, Opera and Safari

Restrict design to lowest common denominator 
elements and style that work everywhere

Very restricting

Design technique - 4
Author the page so that it looks appropriate in 
Firefox, Opera and Safari using cutting edge 
techniques

Have a different (simpler) design for older 
browsers or non-standard browsers, along with 
a message that says ‘upgrade and this site would 
look better’

Transcending CSS
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XHTML 2.0 and HTML 5

“XHTML 2 is a bold step forward intended to 
create an architecture that will become the 
host language to many other W3C technologies 
already in use, or in the works. XHTML 2 is 
based solely on XML, a technology that most 
believe will enable the Web to reach its full 
potential. XHTML 2 is driven by how markup 
should be used, rather than by how markup is 
currently used”

XHTML 2.0

http://xhtml.com

Navigation Lists

Navigation lists are designed to create navigation 
menus. Navigation lists are defined using an nl 
element and must contain a label element that 
contains the title for the list. For example:

   <nl>
   <label>You are here:</label>
   <li href="/">Home</li>
   <li href="/products/">Products</li>
   <li href="/products/widget/">Widgit</li>
   <li>Features</li>
   </nl>

Any Element Can Be A Hyperlink

An href attribute can be added to any element to 
transform it into a hyperlink. For example:

<q href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Neil_Armstrong">That's one small step for man, one 
giant leap for mankind</q>

b, i, small, big , tt, font, basefont, iframe are gone



New Headings and sections Construct
<h>...</h>
<p>...</p>
<section>

<h>...</h>
<p>...</p>

   <h>...</h>
<p>...</p>

<section>
<h>...</h>
<p>...</p>

<section>
<h>...</h>
<p>...</p>
</section>

<h>...</h>
<p>...</p>
</section>

<h>...</h>
<p>...</p>
</section>

Would require re-writing pages and browser 
support

XHTML 2.0

Could be problematic...

In fact - abandoned

July 2, 2009, the W3C decided to let the 
XHTML2 Working Group charter expire

“X/HTML 5 is an extension of HTML 4 and XHTML 1. It 
is an incremental step forward rather than a grand 
leap forward in the style of XHTML 2. Working within 
the confines of HTML 4 and XHTML 1, X/HTML 5 has 
devised clever solutions to address some of the faults in 
HTML 4 and XHTML 1.... Unlike XHTML 2, X/HTML 5 is 
influenced by the current state of the art (Web 
browser technology, etc.)  and how markup is 
currently used”

HTML 5

http://xhtml.com

(In fact - will now be known just as HTML)



New structure constructs

New structure constructs

New structure constructs

<body>
  <header>...</header>
  <nav>...</nav>
  <article>
    <section>
      ...
    </section>
  </article>
  <aside>...</aside>
  <footer>...</footer>
</body>



<video src="video.ogv" controls poster="poster.jpg" width="320" height="240">
    <a href="video.ogv">Download movie</a>
</video> <audio src="music.oga" controls>

    <a href="music.oga">Download song</a>
</audio>

New elements

Video and audio can be included directly

<script>
  var video = document.getElementById("video");
</script>
<p><button type="button" onclick="video.play();">Play</button>
   <button type="button" onclick="video.pause();">Pause</button>
   <button type="button" onclick="video.currentTime = 0;">
   << Rewind</button>

Controlled directly by Javascript

APIs

•2D drawing API which can be used with the 
new canvas element

•API for playing of video and audio which can 
be used with the new video and audio elements

Canvas APIs



APIs
Editing API in combination with a new global 
contenteditable attribute.

APIs

Persistent storage. Both key / value and a SQL 
database are supported.

An API that enables offline Web applications 
on the Client side
 
    



Persistent storage demo

Deprecated elements are handled ‘gracefully’

HTML 5

Doesn’t require re-authoring

Mozilla, Google, Opera and Apple support

‘Levels’ of Microsoft support

XHTML 5 XML serialization of HTML5

Equivalent of ACID test, but for HTML5

HTML 5 - test for support

http://beta.html5test.com



Equivalent of ACID test, but for HTML5

HTML 5 - online tests for support

http://beta.html5test.com

...and lots of other tests

Parsing Rules Canvas Video

Audio Elements Forms

Microdata Security Geolocation

http://www.browserscope.org/

Firefox 3.6 http://beta.html5test.com

Other browers



Other browers

Different test suite  http://www.browserscope.org/

Equivalent of ACID test, but for HTML5

HTML 5 - test for support

http://beta.html5test.com



CSS 3

• Pictures from       css3.info
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What’s next - standards and browsers

Browsers

Many new versions recently

Date

Internet Explorer 8  April 2009

Firefox 3.6 January 2010

Safari 5 June 2010

Chrome Permanent beta ?

HTML 5 CSS 3 Javascript

Internet 
Explorer 8 Some Some Same

Firefox 3.6 Many Many Faster

Safari 5 Many Many Very Fast

Chrome Many Many Very Fast



IE8

IE8

Features

In private

Accelerators

Web Slices

Autocomplete address bar 

Smart screen filter

Automatic crash recovery

As seen in Safari and Firefox

As seen in Safari

As seen in Firefox

As seen in Safari

As seen in Firefox

Safari 5



Safari 5

Features

Eye ‘candy’

Top sites Similar to Firefox and IE

Cover flow

CSS3

HTML 5

Nitro javascript engine - very fast

javascript demo - old firefox

javascript demo - new safari



Google Chrome - continual updates

Features

Each tab is its own ‘process’

Crash and security excellent

Google gears built in

CSS3

HTML 5

v8 javascript engine - very fast

Google Chrome



Browsers

New versions

Date

Internet Explorer 9  March 2011

Firefox 4.0 March 2011

Safari 6 June 2011 (guess)

Chrome Permanent beta

IE9

Features

More support for CSS3 

Improved JavaScript speed - chakra engine

Hardware accelerated graphics

More support for HTML5 

Firefox 4

Features

More support for CSS3 

Improved JavaScript speed - gecko 2 engine

Hardware accelerated graphics

More support for HTML5 


